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Antibody light chains are composed of two domains, variable and constant, that
associate with heavy chains to form functional antibodies. In a collection of B-
cell diseases, an excess of light chains is produced. These light chains form var-
ious types of aggregates, amongst which are amyloid fibers. In this case a lethal
multi-organ disease called light chain amyloidosis, or AL, ensues. Recombi-
nant variable light chain domains, corresponding to proteins isolated from pa-
tients with AL, are structurally indistinguishable from those of healthy donors.
Many happen to be less stable thermodynamically, leading to a hypothesis link-
ing poor stability to amyloidogenesis. The native state will not aggregate into
fibers, so an unfolded intermediate of unknown conformation has been pro-
posed as the fiber building block.
We propose that monomeric amyloidogenic Ig domains may form amyloid fi-
bers by combining any of the following non-exclusive attributes: a) low ther-
modynamic stability, which favors local or global denaturation; b) low
structural diversity in the conformational ensembles sampled upon denatur-
ation, which allows for more frequent population of aggregation-prone mono-
mers; c) sets of non-native interactions that selectively stabilize aggregation-
prone monomers; d) multiple viable polymerization surfaces, to maximize
the probability for seeding and extension of fibers; and e) stable protofibers
that can live long enough to progress to fibers.
We test the relative relevance of these five contributions for a set of four light
chain variable Ig domains belonging to class D6a, one of the most common in
AL, by performing MD simulations under native and high temperature condi-
tions, docking of putative unfolding intermediates, and MD of the protofibers.
For the most amyloidogenic variant derived form a patient (WIL), preliminary
data suggest that it uses all five attributes.
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Free Energy Driven Geometrical Simulation of Protein Dynamics
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Proteins are macromolecules consisting of myriad noncovalent interactions that
determine their three-dimensional structure, stability and dynamics. Global
constraints such as temperature and pressure play an essential role in defining
thermodynamic equilibrium properties. Similarly, covalent bonding and
weaker intramolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonds impose mechanical
constraints at the molecular level. Application of graph-rigidity has played an
important role in determining protein flexibility [Jacobs, et. al. 2001, Proteins,
44:150] exploring conformational dynamics using geometrical simulation [Da-
vid and Jacobs, 2011, J. Mol. Graph Model, 31:41] and predicting thermody-
namic stability using a Distance Constraint Model (DCM) that provides
a rapid method to calculate the free energy of a protein as a function of con-
straint topology [Vorov, et. al. 2011, Biophysical Journal, 16:1129]. Whereas
geometrical simulation is an athermal (strictly mechanical) model, and the
DCM is an Ising-like model that does not simulate real conformational dynam-
ics; both depend on the underlying constraint topology of a protein. A new
method is presented that combines geometrical simulation with a minimal
DCM to efficiently explore conformational dynamics that is guided by the
free energy landscape, not the energy landscape. Consequently, this hybrid
model is a novel Monte Carlo approach to probe long-time dynamics of a pro-
tein that includes non-native contacts because hydrogen bonds and other weak
intramolecular interactions are continually breaking and forming consistent
with thermodynamic equilibrium. Further, augmenting the free energy land-
scape with an analytical driving term enables enhanced sampling of rare events.
For example, conformational changes are externally biased to sweep back andforth between the folded and unfolded states, passing through the transition
state each time. Thermodynamic and dynamic properties will be presented
for adenylate kinase (214 residues), which exhibits partial unfolding events.
Quantitative relationships between stability, flexibility and dynamics will be
discussed.
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Recent experiments have conclusively shown that proteins are able to fold from
an unknotted, denatured polypeptide to the knotted, native state without the aid
of chaperones. These experiments are consistent with a growing body of theo-
retical work showing that minimally frustrated energy landscape is sufficient to
fold small proteins with complex topologies. Our recent theoretical work [1]
focuses on the folding of a knotted protein, 2ouf, engineered in the laboratory
by a domain fusion, that mimics an evolutionary pathway for knotted proteins
[2]. Unlike a previously studied knotted protein of similar length, we see re-
versible knotting and a surprising lack of deep topological traps with a struc-
ture-based model. Our main interest is to investigate how evolution might
further select the geometry and stiffness of the threading region of the newly
fused protein. We compare the folding of the wild-type protein to several mu-
tants. Similarly to the wild-type protein, all mutants show robust and reversible
folding, and knotting coincides with the transition state ensemble. As observed
experimentally, our simulations show that the knotted protein folds about ten
times slower than an unknotted construct with an identical contact map. Sim-
ulated folding kinetics reflect the experimentally observed rollover in the fold-
ing limbs of chevron plots. Successful folding of the knotted protein is
restricted to a narrow range of temperature as compared to the unknotted pro-
tein. Kinetic data below folding temperature suggest slow, nondiffusive dy-
namics for the knotted protein.
These results suggest that structures of other knotted proteins [3] could be as
well evolutionally optimize to fold efficiently.
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Nature has come up with an enormous variety of protein three-dimensional
structures. Structural optimization for biological function was guided by evolu-
tionary constraints, which, however, are yet to be elucidated. Here we explore if
folding speed affects protein evolution. We estimated folding times for the cat-
alog of ~100,000 protein domains directly from their size-modified contact or-
der [1]. These values were mapped onto an evolutionary timeline of domain
appearance derived from a phylogenomic analysis of domain abundance in
989 genomes [2]. Our results show a clear overall increase of folding speed dur-
ing evolution, with known ultra-fast downhill folders appearing rather late in
the timeline. Remarkably, folding optimization depends on secondary struc-
ture. While alpha-folds showed a tendency to fold faster throughout evolution,
beta-folds exhibited a trend of folding time increase after thebig bang’’ of do-
main combinations. As a consequence, these domain structures are on average
slow folders today. By linking a physical measure to a phylogenomic survey,
our study suggests that fast and efficient folding of domains shaped the universe
of protein structure [3]. It supports the hypothesis that optimization of the ki-
netic accessibility of the native fold reduces detrimental protein aggregation
in the cell.
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